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Today’s Demonstration:

* How to make a Celtic knot

* Turning a rolling pin

* Turning a screw driver/handle



➢Milling the lumber

➢Celtic Knot Layout

➢Which saw to use

➢Making the cut

➢Making the inlay

➢Glue-up/clamping

➢Clean-up

➢Turning: rolling pen and a screw driver/handle

Steps to successful lay-out and 

cutting a Celtic Knot



Dimensioning lumber – billet must be square

Joint one surface and one edge



Thickness planer

Run the board through the surface planer with unjointed side up to make the two surfaces parallel



Trim the unjointed edge on the tablesaw to produce a square 

billet

Cut the billet to width and make sure both ends are square!



Select the angle to cut on your billet

I like 45-degrees for larger blanks and 40-degrees or less for smaller objects.  You can experiment to see 

what angles you prefer.  The angle is not critical.  It is critical you use the same angler for all four cuts!



Layout
Select the location for the Celtic knot and the desired angle. 



Select the reference end of your billet and number the side 

1-4 in sequence
Be sure the refence ends is obvious so you don’t get them mixed up when making the cut



Saw blade must be 90-degrees to the table



Which saw is best for making the angled cut?

Table saw Miter saw

A bandsaw works well for pens



Sleds – you will need some sort of sled 

and stop block
Note the stop block is screwed to the fence.



Making the decorative inlay

I like to cut the inlay the same dimension as the angled cut.  This means less clean-up following the glue 

up.  I also taper one end to match the angler of the bevel, which helps during glue-up



I resaw my veneer on the bandsaw and then 

run it through the drum sander to get the 

final thickness

Drum sander

Double check veneer 

thickness and group if 

needed



Thickness of the inlay; bevel one edge
I like 1/8-inch thick veneer for larger objects and thinner veneer for smaller projects (like pens).  Be 

sure to sand-off any fuzzies resulting from your saw cuts



Making the cut

Start with number 1 on top and rotate blank in sequence



Stop block is critical to success

Stop block is attached using double-sides tape or screws.  



Glue-up – here’s where you need to be accurate!

You need some sort of tray that is 90-degrees.  Line both sides with packing tape.  Lots of clamps



Clean-up the inlay after each cut so it is 

flush with the face of the billet



Rotate the 

billet and make 

succeeding cuts 

until all four 

cuts are made



Layering veneer

You can make-up a sandwich of veneers, but be sure the final product is not too thick



Layered inlay



Miter saw set-up – zero clearance fence



Miter saw stop block
Note the double-sided tape and adjustable screw



Depth of cut
You can make the cut leaving a small sliver of wood holding the two pieces together. 



Repeat the cutting, glue-up and cleaning-up for the 

remaining three sides following the number pattern



Turning the billet
The billet has to be centered, especially on smaller or shorter projects.



What can go wrong or how to spot errors

Stop block slipped

Will be off 

if billet 

twists 

during 

glue-up



TURNING A ROLLING PIN



Center the billet on your lathe



Using calipers and a parting tool, set the diameter of the rolling 

pin
I generally like 18-inches in length and 1 ½-inch or smaller diameter



Results in a series of depth guides



Turn the billet round using a roughing gouge and mark the 

length, based on the location of the Celtic Knot



Using a digital caliper, confirm diameter at intervals



Using an 80-grit gouge to ensure uniform diameter



Taper the ends
I like a 1-inch or smaller end and the taper extends about 4 ½ inches



After final sanding, part off and finish



TURNING A SCREW DRIVER OR TOOL HANDLE



Decide on the design of the handle based on use

Turning a screw driver/handle



Turning a screw driver/handle
Mount the blank and round



Drill a hole in the end to accept tang



Turn the spigot to accept the ferrule if appropriate












